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From an applied point of view, perhaps the most important manner in 
which partial differential equations may arise is from a mathematical 
formulation of physical problems. Ordinary differential equations have 
the number of variables involved so restricted in number (one dependent 
and one independent variable) that they can describe only relatively 
simple applied problems. Partial differential equations, on the other 
hand, can have any number of independent variables, and so we might esqpect 
to be able to describe more complex applied problems. 
In many instances the formulation of a partial differential equation 
from a consideration of the physical situation is easy. In our case, 
which is to find a solution, subject to certain initial or boundary con¬ 
ditions, it is difficult to satisfy the associated conditions. This is in 
contrast to ordinary differential equations where once the (general) solu¬ 
tion has been obtained it is usually possible to satisfy the conditions. 
As in the case of ordinary differential equations, the problem of 
determining a solution of a partial differential equation subject to 
certain conditions is often called a boundary-value problem. 
In other instances, the mathematical formulation of a physical 
problem is very difficult. Many problems now remain unsolved because of 
such difficulty. In our case, crude approximations to reality will be made 
in order to produce a formulation, the hope being that any errors thus 
arising will be small. 
We shall show how a partial differential equation, subject to boundary 
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conditions, arises from a physical problem. After we have shown how 
it arises, we will solve it, using Fourier series. 
CHAPTER II 
DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS 
Definition of Terms.—For the purpose of clarity, certain terms used 
in this thesis have been defined as follows: 
1. Boundary - Value Problem - The problem of determining solutions 
of an ordinary or partial differential equation subject to 
conditions is called a boundary-value problem. 
2. Force - The time rate of change of momentum is called force. 
3. Acceleration - The rate of change in velocity with respect to 
time is called acceleration. 
4. Density - Mass per unit volume is called density. 
5. Volume - The total space occupied by matter is called volume. 
6. Mass - The quantity of matter that a body possesses is called 
mass. 
7. Differential Equation - Is an equation which involves derivatives 
of a dependent variable with respect to one or more independent 
variables. 
8. Ordinary Differential Equation - A differential equation which 
involves derivatives with respect to a single independent 
variable is called an ordinary differential equation. 
9. Partial Differential Equation - A differential equation which 
involves derivatives with respect to two or more independent 
(Variables is called a partial differential equation. 
10. General Solution - A differential equation of order n which con¬ 
tains n arbitrary constants iff a general solution. 
11. Particular Solution - A solution of a differential equation 
which can be obtained from the general solution by giving 
special values to the arbitrary constants is called a particular 
solution. 
12. Singular Solution - A solution of a differential equation which 
cannot be obtained from the general solution by any choice of 
the arbitrary constants is called a singular solution. 
13. Mathematical Formulation of a Scientific Problem - Scientific 
laws, which are of course based on experiment, are translated 
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into a mathematical equation or equations is called a 
mathematical formulation of a scientific problem. 
14. Linear Momentum - The linear momentum of a body is the product 
of its mass m by its velocity v. 
15. Linear Impulse - The linear impulse is the product of the force 
F and the time t that the force acts. 
16. Velocity - The rate of change in distance with respect to time 
is called velocity. 
17. Period - The time for one complete cycle is called the period. 
18. Frequency - The number of cycles per second is called the 
frequency. 
19. Fourier Series - A function with a constant term, an infinite 
number of sine terms, and an infinite number of cosine terms 
is called a Fourier series. 
Symbols.—For the purpose of clarity, certain symbols used in this 
thesis have been defined as follows: 
20. Forevery  
21. Acceleration .... 
22. Velocity .... 
23. Tan e .... 
24. Function of X and t 
25. Density   
26. Tension   
27. Horizontal Force . . 
28. Vertical Force . . 
29. There Exists . . 









31. Therefore . . 





MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF A BOUNDARY - 
VALUE PROBLEM 
The Problem of the Vibrating String.—A violin string is tightly- 
stretched between two fixed points x = o and x = L on the horizontal axis 
of a violin of Figure 1. At time-fc = o the string is picked up at the 
middle (Figure 2), to a distance h. Then the string is released. 
Describe the motion which takes place. 
Clearly many things could happen. The string could be so tightly 
stretched that when we lifted the middle a height h the string would 
break. This case is simple and we shall not consider it. It is more 
natural to assume that the string is perfectly flexible and elastic. Also, 
to simplify the problem, we assume that h is small compared with L. Other 









Drop the only perpendicular from point x to a point on the line 
x +4x. Call it Ax and the portion of x + Ax from the perpendicular to 
the point x + AX call its increment Ay. Now the portion of the string 
between points x and x +Ax on the curve is an increment AS. 
Mathematical Formulation.—Let us suppose that at some instant , 
the string has a shape as shown in Figure 3. We shall call Y(x,t) the 
displacement of point x on the string (measured from the equilibrium 
position which we take as the x axis ) at the time -fc. The displacement, 
at time t, of the neighboring point x + Ax will then be given by 
Y(x + Ax, t). 
In order to describe the motion which ensues, we consider the forces 
acting on the small element of the string between x and x + AX shown 
considerably enlarged in Figure 4. There will be two forces acting on the 
element, the tension T(x) due to the portion of the string to the left, 
and tension T(X+AX) due to the portion to the right. Note that we have 
for the moment assumed that the tension depends on position. Resolving 
9 
these forces into components gives: 
Forces acting on point x + Ax, 
Ffo = T(x + Ax) cos 
Fv = T(X + Ax) sin 
Forces acting on point x. 
Fh = -T(x) cos Qt. 
Fv = -T(x) sin 0,. 
Z F7 = T(x +Ax) sinftj -T(x) sin#,* 
(i) 
51 Fh = T(x+ ^x) cos0z -T(x) cos0(. 
We now assume that there is no right and left motion of the string, 
i.e., to a high degree of approximation the net horizontal force is zero. 
This agrees with the physical situation. The net vertical force in (l) 
produces an acceleration of the element. Assuming the string has density 
(mass per unit length)/**, the mass of the element is/îlS. The vertical 
acceleration of the string is given approximately by + £ where 
dt2 
€-»o as 4x—>o. Newton's Second Law of motion states that the rate of 
change in momentum of a body is proportional to the net force acting on 
the body and has the same direction as the force. Since momentum 
equals impulse we can write Ft = mv, where F is force, t is time, m is 
mass and v is velocity. 
F t = m v 
« (a) F t = m2£ 




to a high degree of accuracy. If & is the angle which the tangent at any 
point of the element makes with the positive X axis, then 0 is a function 
of position and we write ©i = ©(x), O2 = ®(x + Ax). 
Substitution into (2) we get 
We now make the assumption that only those motions will be considered 
for which the slope of the tangent at any point on the string is small, i.e. 
the degree of smallness depends, of course, on accuracy desired. It 
follows that As/ Ax is very close to unity and that sinetx) and sin ©(x + AX) 
can be replaced with high accuracy by tan © (x) and tan © (x + Ax), respec¬ 
tively. This is certainly true since the sin© for a very small © is 
approximately equal to the tan © . To see this clearly, expand sin © in 
a Maclaurin series. 
Let F(0) = sin 0 
F (©) = sin 0 
F^( © ) = cos© 
F-^(©) =-sin© 
F111( © ) = - cos© 
F(o) = o 
F1(o) = 1 
F11^) = o 
F111(o) = -1 
The required Maclaurin series is 
(V"real value of©), (b' 
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Now for a small© , F(©) = © since the other part of the series will be 
very small in relationship to the term © . In view of these approxima¬ 
tions we may write (3) as 
I(x +Ax) tan © (x + Ax) -T(x) tan © (x) = /?>2y (4) 
AX 9t2 
to a high degree of accuracy. In the limit as Ax-*o, (4) becomes 
C) j T(x) tan © (x)I -P~b 2y or 3 1 T(x) 9y 1 -/? <>2y (5) 
3x1 J 3x L 3x J ^t2 
since tan © (x) = -âi- . Equation (5) is called vibrating string equation 
3x 
or more generally the wave equation. 
If T(x) = T, a constant, the equation can be written 
T 3 2y = fàh. or (6) 
3 x2 9t2 9t2 3 x2 
where a2 — T . It is assumed that the tension is constant. 
* /*■ 
Let us now see what the boundary conditions are. Since the string is 
fixed at points x=o and x=L, we have 
Y(o,t) = o , Y(L,t) = 0 for t£0. (7) 
These state that the displacements at the ends of the string are always 
zero. Referring to Figure 2, and using the point slope formula, it is 
seen that 
y-y« = y-72 
X-Xq ~ ï^2 
y - 0 = h - 0 y = x, for the left half of the string. 
x - 0 1^-0 b 
y - 0 - h - 0 
X-L pr 
(L - x), for the right half of the string. 
Hz-L 
y(x,o) =i 




This merely gives the equations of the two straight line portions of that 
figure. Y(x,0) denotes the displacement of any point x at t=0. Since the 
string is released from rest, its initial velocity everywhere is zero. 
Denoting by^'t the velocity we may write 
Yt(x,0) = 0 (9) 
which says that the velocity at any place x at time t=0 is zero. 
The differential equation (6) together with the boundary conditions 
(7), (8), and (9) constitute our boundary - value problem. 
CHAPTER IV 
SOLUTION OF A LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION WITH CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 
Let a solution of (6) be of the form Y(x,t) = XT, where X is a real 
function of x alone, and T is a real function of t alone. (10) 
—(x,t) = XT* (x,t) = TX
1 
-^2 (x,t) = XT" (11) J&. (x t) = TX" (12) 
*t2 9x2 
Substitution of (ll) and (12) in (6) yields 
XT' ' = a2TX". 
Separating the variables, we have 
X' ' = T" * C. (13) 
X a2T 
Since one side of (13) depends on x, while the other depends on t, it 
follows that each side is constant. Calling this constant c and con¬ 
sidering the cases C-CO, c = 0, c>0, we may show that only c<0 yields 
anything. This can be seen physically by observing that as t-*oo the 
stretch of the string becomes unbounded if c>0, this violates a fundamen¬ 
tal physical fact. If c = 0, the stretch of the string is independent of 
O 
time. Hence, we assume that c = -7) and obtain from (13) 





x" + >h = 0 (14) T' ' -f }fia2T = 0 (15) 
Equations (14) and (15) are linear homogeneous differential equations 
with constant coefficients. We must find a way to solve this type of 
equation. To find a method of solving the above equations it is necessary 
to know the following information: 
1. Does € exist? 
i.e. lim ll + JL.)= € 
n-fr<® \ n / 
Proof: let bn = (l + -1 )n 
Expand (1 + —1- )n using the Bionomial theorem. 
bn = 1 + 1 + 4,(1 - —L_) + ... 4J.(1 - -0.(1 - -24...(1 - Jfc1) + 
21 n k* n n « n
... + _1_(1 - _1_) ... (1 - n-1 ) 
ni n 
b < 1 + 1+1 + 
2l 
n 




Hence bn is bounded above by C . 
It is also clear that the kth term of the expansion for bn is smaller 
than that for bn+l: 
1_ (1 - _1_)(1 - _2_)...(1 - k=l) ^ _l£L - 1 )(1 - _2_ ) (1 - k-1 ), 
k] n n n kl n+1 n+1 ‘ * n£L n  
This is true because 
(i - JL )< (i - ) j=i,2,, 
n+1 
(k-l)^ n-1, and b&+l 
n 
contains one more positive term than t^. 
Hence 6= lim(l + 1 )n exists and 
n-»«> n 
e^e1, 
since C' is an upper bound for bn and € is the least upper bound far 
^ * 
• lim (l+ jJ\ 
n , e . (C) 
* * n-*«o V 7l) 
We have seen that when n is very large 6 = (1+«) n , the refore 
when n is still very large, 
f(1+ 
nF-i 
[\ TJ J \ * ) 
. statement is 
= lim (l + l\ “ 





Expressed in symbols 
(O1) 
can be computed when n is infinite. 
Using the binomial expansion, we get, 
knx 
fl + -LY1* =1 t nx £ 4. nxr(nx-l> fl\+ nx(nx3-l)(nx-2) _(l)3 + 
v *) v 21 W 31 rj* 
fl+ = 1 ++ nx I * -4) + n*x _lx +  
V W 7î 2i Ti* *!-n* 
and again taking out n as a factor in each of the parentheses, 
x (x -j 
| 7Î  
= 1 + x Al.) + ^U.rÀ)_(fx.JLn.). + , 
To find the limit which this expression approaches when n is 
infinite, we again suppose that in each of the fractions Jj , etc. 
n is infinites; each fraction then becomes zero and each term in 
parentheses is simply x. The limit of the entire series is then, 
16 
lim 
n-»oo (x + ir) nx — 1 -f x + X* X + X*X.X. 4. .-.-.«.SjJ^âJS^. + 2! 3J 4l 
and hence, according to (C^), 
6.x = 1 + x + + ~~^t+ ^jjy- + Cereal value of x) (d) 
2. Eule's formula: 0ix s cos x + i sin x 
Proof: 
Using (d) we have 
Cx = 1 + x + 
±  , X , X 
2T + JT + W 
xn 
ni 
Let x = i x. 
Now the cos© can be expanded as a Maclaurin series. 
Let F(©) = cos© 
F(©) = cos© F(o) = 1 
F1(©) = -sine 0 F'(o) = o 
F*1(0) = -cos 0 F"(o) = -1 
F*11 (0) = sin© o II 
*0 
Fiv(e) = cose Fiv(o) = 1 
FOB) - 1 - -~+  
2j 4 i 6/ 
(b) and (e ) : 
(O 
ix 
Ç = cos x + i sin x. (eO 
3. A Method of Solving a Linear Homogeneous Differential Equation With 
17 
Constant Coefficients. 
A linear homogenous differential equation with constant coefficients 
of order n, defining y as a function of x, can be written in the form 
jn ,1»- i ,-»»'*■ j Iz + a»d y+ atd y+ a»»-idy + a*y = o. 
dx1* dx‘"'i dx"”'1 dx > 
where a^, a2, , an are functions of x alone. 
The characteristic equation with Real roots. 
Consider & + al % + 3x7 =o or F(D)y=o, 
' ,2 
where D = ^ àhd D + a, D + a, Q + a2, in which a-^ and a2 are 
constants, Since the linear equation of the first order y' - my = o 
has the solution y = C6 , it is our hope to find similar solutions for (F). 
Theorems A function y = C1"* satisfied F(D)y=o if and only if F(m) = o or 
p 
nr- + a^ m + ap = o. 
Proofs To obtain m so that y = £rax satisfied (F), we substitute 
y =emx, y' = me"*, and y" = m2e ^ in (F), and find 
m2 g.mx + + a.2&
mX ~ °» ore^Cn^+a^m+ap) = o. (F1) 
Since Çrax^ o for any values of a m and x, from (F* ) we obtain 
2 
yn + a^jw + a2 = o. 
We shall call (F1') the characteristic equation, or the auxiliary 
equation, for (F). The roots of (F* *) may be real and distinct, real 
and equal, or imaginary. 
If the characteristic equation has distinct real roots m = m^ 
and m = m2, then (F) has the linearly independent solutions 
18 




where C-^ and C2 are arbitrary constants. 
The characteristic equation with imaginary roots. Consider the 
equation of the second order 
(D2 + a^ D + a2) y = o, or F(D)y = o, (g) 
when the characteristic equation F(m) = o has imaginary rootfe 
m = o(. + where ©t and^ are real and ** o. 
Then, the general solution of (g) is 
y = + C2€^-
i>g)x ^ + C2e V*). (g') 
In (g1) use Euler's formula (C') to obtain 
g.±i^t_ cos/fx ± i sin^x. 
Then, y =C<tx £(0^ + C2) cosyô x + (C^i - C2i) sin^xj . (g*
1 ) 
If and C2 are unequal real numbers in (g
1 '), then y has imaginary 
values. 
However, y is real - valued if we choose and C2 so that 
iC-j^ — iC2 — A, 
(g,M) 
C1 ♦ C2 = B 
where A and B are real. Observe that (g* 1 ') has a unique solution for 
and C2 if 
A and B are assigned arbitrarily. 
Then, (g') becomes 
y = Ç^x(A.s±njSx + B cos^x). (g^v) 
From (g^-v), we obtain the linear independent solutions 
0«txgin^x and £** cos x, by use of (A=l, B=o) and (A=oiBsl), 
respectively. 
If the characteristic equation F(m) = 0 has imaginary roots 
19 
m =oi± then F(ü)y=o has solutions y= C*** sin B x and y =€f&£os/ôx), 
and the general solution (g^v*). 
We see at once that X 0 and T 0 is a solution to equations (lU) 
and (lf>). This gives for the original problem of the vibrating string 
the trivial solution y(x,t)=0, which means that the string remains at 
rest. Hereafter, when we refer to a solution of our boundary problem we 
shall mean a solution not identically zero. To obtain the solution we 
have three cases toe onsider. 
Case L. C>0. From elementary theory of differential equations 
we know that "the most general solution of (llj.) is 
X = A£*x + Be-*x . 
Applying the initial conditions, we obtain 
X(0) = A + B = 0, whence A = -B 
X(L) = A(e*b-e^ = o, A - 0 (A*0). 
Therefore, A = B = 0, and we have the trivial solution X2 0. 
Case II.— C = 0. The general solution of (llj.) is now 
X = kX + B. 
But X(o) = B=0, and X(L) = AL=0, so that we have again the trivial 
solution 
Case III. — C<0. This will give the desired solution to our 
boundary - value problem. 
From (11;) : X ' + ^ = 0 
Auxiliary equation: m2 + p^2 = 0 
m « ± Jki. 
From (g): X = C° cos/^x + D2 sin AxJ . 
From (15): T" +■ /S^a^T = o 
(16) 
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Auxiliary equation : *■ A2a2 = o 
m = ± a”Ai. 
From ( g) : T = e° ^A^Cos aAt + sin a^tj, (17) 
Substituting (l6) and (17) in (10) yields 
y(x,±) = (D-j^ cosAx + D2 sin/Sx)(A1 cos aAfc 
+ Bj sin aA±) (18) 
From (7)s y(o,±) = o. 
y( o,-t) = D^(A1cos aAf + B^sin aA£) = o. 
Either = o or (A-^ cos a^i + B^ sin aAi) = o. 
The solution would be trivial if the latter was oj 
therefore, D^_ = o. 
yU,±) = D2 sinAx(A^ cos a **- % sin aA i) (19) 
Y(x,i) = sinA x (B cos aA± + C sin aAf), where 
B = A^Dg, C = BJJD2. 
From (7) and (19)î y(L,i) = o. 
To satisfy the second condition in (7), we must have sin/kL = 0, 
AL = mir , where m is an integer. 
Y(L,±) = sin LAx(B cosAaj; + C sin A a ±) = 0 
sin LA = o. /.we sayAL = mIf , where m is an integer. 
Y(x,i) = sin SL7C x(B cos m|| Af + C sin mTf a£) (20) 
From (9) and (2)j Y^Xjo) = 0» 
"Ay (x,£) = sin SE [-BŒ_ sin EJL at + C m*a C0S“$JJ Afl 
3t Li l L L, L L 1 
Y± (x,o) = sin m*x C mWa = o. 
L L 
One of the above factors must be zero. 
no velocity 
J 
W = o no mass 












no length to the string No 
Y(*,*) = B sin cos (21) 
Equation (21) contains sine and cosine functions. 
Fourier, a French mathematician of the 19th Century, was led to a 
problem similar to our problem in his researches on heat. He solved 
the problem in the following manner. 
Let us consider the series 
bv sin knx . , where L = 1 
L 
F(x) = A + > ak cos kir x +/ 
TSL L K=L 
period, k is (h) 
an integer- 
rU 
L. A = =lj.JF(x)dx, 
2. bk = _|«_{^(x) sin kwx dx, and 
3. ak = -^-JF(X) cos ^ <*x- 
Proof: 
1. A * -i- l F(x)dx. 
21 J.L, 
Multiply (h) by dx and integrate from -L to L. 
|F(X)CIX = A^ dx + a^^cos x<^x + ^ sin ^ 
fU 
ak \ cos dx — / ak J-L h wi 
LkJ)sin knx\ =0^k. 
ran/ L UL 
Ï 









. . A - |j-tF(x)dx. 
(L 'L 
2. bjç = ^- \ F(x) sin iSEE dx. 
L. L 
Proof! 
Multiply (h) by sin mUx^ and integrate from -L to 1, 
L 
•where m is an integer. 
ÎF(x) sin m^x dx = A f'sin m«x dx . V a, f cos knx sin ml1 x dx 
•L 1 4 “ +fei ^\L T- T 
fl» 
l! A \ sj 
oo L 
■+■ > bjç \ sin kitx sin mfx dx 
J.[ L L» k=l 
From Is l in mffxdx = o-Ym. 
IL L 
By the sine of the sum and difference of two angles, we have 
sin (x*y) = sin x cos y + cos x sin y 
sin (x-y) = sin x cos y - cos x sin y 
sin (x-y) - sin(x+y) = -2 cos x sin y 
(i) 
Let x = j y = 2H 
L L 
a, i_ Ç tgin (k*x + nrwx ) - sin (K1** - î22EE)"| dx = O m=k 
M x"T L <• J mJfk 
By the cosine of the sum and difference of two angles, we have 
cos (X + y) = cos x cos y - sin x sin y) 
cos (x-y) = cos x cos y + sin x sin y 
0) 
bk 
cos (x-y)- cos (x+y) = 2 sin x sin y 




( F(x) sin mT>x dx = b I» 
J, L "• 
7 ft 
. . bk =—F(x) sin dx • 
Æ.) * cos ^Tfx dx. 
b 
Multiply (h) by cos mux dx and integrate from -L to L. 
L 
•L /-L no r L» 
\ F(x) 
-L 
cos naix dx = A l cos m»x dx fcos mjx dx + T< 
L ~TT k=i k -L 
cos kifx cos mtrx dx * 
L b b 
From 1 
sf*- fb 
> b, V sin krfx cos mgx dx 
k=l J-L L b 
fl* 
i A \ c 
«U 
osjmfx dx = oVni» 
w 
From (j)î * =os(ïïï - j®)] dx =1^ m=k 
From 2: ^ \ sin kwx cos kirx dx = o m = k and mifk. 
k=I -L L L 
* * ®k = Z" J1 
dsfy the last 
of superposition and write (21) formally 
F(x) cos kirx dx . 
L b 
To sati boundary condition of (8) we use the principle 
Y(x,i) * b-, sinifx cos uat * b? sin 2tx cos 2 afé L .... 
IT uTT ' « L b 
+ bv. sin k*x cos ksa ± ~ . 
Y(x,o) = b_ sinTfx . b0 sin 2«x 1 — 2 ir + 
Hence from (H) we have 
Sin M . 
b, = i- 1 Y(x,o) sin ksx dx. 
* IJ J.L TT 
Using (8) and integrating yields 
bjç = 2=. ft T- Xhx sin kwx dx +f 2>h (L-x) sin k-ypc dx 1 




The described motion is 
Y(x,i) ( sin fx cos-fat 4^ sin 3tQc cos 3lfa± + 
ÏP V L L " ? L L 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
There is a physical significance to the various terms of (22). Each 
term represents a particular mode in which the system vibrates. The first 
term, apart from the constant factor is sin Tfx cos If a -k. which represents 
L L 
the first mode of vibration. At i = o the graph of the string is shown 
in Figure 5, where the vertical scale has been enlarged. As t varies, 
the tendency is for the string in this first mode of Vibration to oscillate 
about the equilibrium position (x axis) with frequency (determined from 
cos TUà ) given by a cycles per second. This lowest frequency is called 
L 2L 
the fundamental frequency or first harmonic. Since b2 = o in (22), the 
term corresponding to the second mode of Vibration is missing. The third 
mode present has a frequency of £L. cycles per second, which is called 
zu 
the harmonic (or sometimes the second overtone).! Similarly the fifth 
harmonic frequency is 5a cycles per second. 
2L. 
It is found that in the case of the Vibrating string all the 
25 
26 
harmonie frequencies are integer multiples of the fundamental frenquency. 
Thus 3, 5, are integer multiples of a  . Whenever this occurs 
2b 
we say that we have music, as for example, in our violin string. In the 
string of our problem the sound produced is of such very low frequency 
that it is not in the audible range. As we increase the tension we 
increase the frequency and the result is a musical tone. The various 
coefficients of the terms in (22) have physical significance. These 
coefficients measure the intensity of the various modes. The higher 
frequencies correspond to lower intensities. 
In more advanced applied mathematics, it is found that a vibrating 
circular drumhead also has various modes of Vibration and corresponding 
frequencies. However, these frequencies are not multiples of a funda¬ 
mental vibration and as a consequence noise is heard instead of music. 
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